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Figure 1 .  The Transfer from Sixteen Quadrant to Eight Quadrant Direction• 
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Figure 3-a . The January Wind and Bn•rgy Ro•• ..., 
Source : Hourly observat ions for the ten year peri9d ,  1 949 through 1958 , 
from u .  S .  weather Bureau wind data at Huron , S h Dakota , afrport . 
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Figure 3-b . �• February Wind and Bn.ergy_ Rose 
.. 
- E  
Source : Hourly obaervations for the ten year period , 1949 through 1958 , 
from u .  s .  Weather Bureau wind data at Huron , So tm Dakota , ilrport . 
Wind by hourly frequencies 
- - - - - - - Wind in terms of relative kinet i c  .,�ergy 
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Fi gure 3 - c . The March Wind and Bn rgy . Ro•• 
- E  
Source : Hourly observat ions for the ten year period , 1 949 through 1958 , 
from U .  S . Weather Bureau win� data at Huron , S h Dako ta , af rport . 
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Source : Hourly observations for the ten year period , 1949 through 1958 , 
from u .  s .  Weather Bureau wind data at Huron , SOil Dakota , airport . 
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Figure 3-e . The May Wind and En•r&Y Rose 
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Source : Hourly  observations for the ten year period , 1949  through 1 9S8 , 
from u .  s .  weather  Bureau wind _ data at Huron , Sotrt: Dakota , ai rport .  
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Figure 3- f • The June Wind and Energy Rose 
' 
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Source : Hourly observation• for the ten year period , 1949 . thro�gh 1958 , 
from u .  s .  Weather Bureau wind_ data at Huron , So tAt Dakota , airport . 
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Wind in terms of relative kinetic  �ergy_ 
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Figure 3-g . The July Wind and Energ Rose 
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Source : Hourly observat ions for the ten year period , 1949 through 1958\. 
from U .  s .  Weather Bureau wind. data at  Huron , Scnit Dakota , airport . 
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Figure 3-h . The August Wind and Enttgy Rose 
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Source : Hourly  observation• for the ten year period , 1 949 through 1958 , 
from u .  s .  wea�h•r Bureau wind �ata at Huron , Solfth Dakota , airport . 
Wind by hourly frequencie1 
� - - - - - - Wind in terms of relative kinet ic e�rgy 
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Figure 3-i . The September Wind and Energy lo•• 
-E 
Source : Hourly observations for the ten year period , 1949 through 1958 , 
from U .  S .  Weather Bureau wind data at Huron , South akota , airpo·rt . 
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Figure 3- j • Th• October Wind and Enei:,gy · R,ose 
- E  
Source : Hourly observations for the ten year period , 1949 thro�gh 1958 , 
from u .  s .  weather Bureau wind . da ta at Huron , Sou It. Dako ta , airport . 
Wind by hourly frequencies . 
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Fi gure 3-k . The November Wind and Ener�y �ose 
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Source : Hour ly observa t i ons for the ten year p e riod , 1949 through 1 958 , 
from u .  S .  Weather Bureau wind data at  Huron , Sout:Jl Dakota , airport . 
Wind by hourly frequencies  
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Figure 3- 1 . The December Wind and Energy Ro•• 
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Source : Hourly observations for the ten year period , 1949 through 1958 , 
from u .  s .  Weather Bureau wind data at Huron , Sou h�Dakota , airport . 
Wind by hourly frequencies 
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